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QUESTION 1

A company IT department has strict requirements around data protection and wants you to explain how to use the Max
Target and Mm Target options for an HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric volume. 

What should you explain? 

The Max Target sets the desired RAID level for data In the primary volume. The Mm Target sets the desired RAID level
for data In associated mirror and snapshot volumes. 

A. The Max Target sets the desired number of replicas for data; the Min Target sets a replica number at which the fabric
still tries to reach the Max Target, but less aggressively. 

B. The Max Target and Min Target work together to set the erasure coding level for data in the volume. C. The Max
Target is the total number of blocks and the Min Target is the total minus redundant blocks. 

C. The Max Target sets the desired number of replicas for "hot" (frequently used) data; the Min Target sets the desired
number of replicas for "warm" (less frequently used) data. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is one requirement tor setting up Platform High Availability (HA)? 

A. Gateway HA must be configured before you enable Platform HA. 

B. The controller and the shadow controller must be on different subnets. 

C. The controller and the gateway must be on the same subnet. 

D. Any virtual clusters that have been created on EPIC workers must be deleted. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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What should you keep (n mind as you configure the circled setting? 

A. You must check with network admins and make sure that they have set up routes to these subnets in the data. 

B. You can select any large subnets; these addresses are tunneled with VXLAN and invisible outside the cluster. 

C. You must make sure that the two subnets overlap so that pods can communicate with services. 

D. You must increase the size of these subnets by changing them to use a /24 prefix length. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to connect a Kubernetes pod to a Persistent Volume (PV). What step must you complete before creating the
pod? 

A. Create a Volume to link to the PV. 

B. Create a Persistent Volume Claim (PVC). 

C. Create a PV definition on a backend storage array. 

D. Enable persistency in the Kubernetes namespace. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is one key advantage ofHPE EzmeralData Fabric as opposed to HDFS? 

A. EzmeralData Fabric stores a great deal more metadata than HDFS, making It more resilient. 

B. EzmeralData Fabric uses more efficient erasure coding to protect all data, instead of replication. 
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C. EzmeralData Fabric reduces load on storage nodes by placing all metadata on a centralized name node, while HDFS
distributes metadata. 

D. EzmeralData Fabric enables admins to set policies at a logical volume level, while HDFS does not. 

Correct Answer: D 
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